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Two-dimensional networks from boron acids:

The art of molecular carpet-weaving
Stable two-dimensional networks of organic molecules are important components in
various nanotechnology processes. However, producing these networks, which are only
one atom thick, in high quality and with the greatest possible stability currently still
poses a great challenge. Scientists from the Excellence Cluster Nanosystems Initiative
Munich (NIM) have now successfully created just such networks made of boron acid
molecules. The current issue of the scientific journal ACSnano reports on their results.
Even the costliest oriental carpets have small mistakes. It is said that pious carpet-weavers
deliberately include tiny mistakes in their fine carpets, because only God has the right to be
immaculate. Molecular carpets, as the nanotechnology industry would like to have them are
as yet in no danger of offending the gods. A team of physicists headed by Dr. Markus
Lackinger from the Technische Universität München (TUM) und Professor Thomas Bein from
the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München (LMU) has now developed a process by which
they can build up high-quality polymer networks using boron acid components.
The “carpets” that the physicists are working on in their laboratory in the Deutsches Museum
München consist of ordered two-dimensional structures created by self-organized boron acid
molecules on a graphite surface. By eliminating water, the molecules bond together in a oneatom thick network held together solely by chemical bonds – a fact that makes this network
very stable. The regular honey-comb-like arrangement of the molecules results in a nanostructured surface whose pores can be used, for instance, as stable forms for the production
of metal nano-particles.
The molecular carpets also come in nearly perfect models; however, these are not very
stable, unfortunately. In these models the bonds between the molecules are very weak – for
instance hydrogen bridge bonds or van der Waals forces. The advantage of this variant is that
faults in the regular structure are repaired during the self-organization process – bad bonds
are dissolved so that proper bonds can form.
However, many applications call for molecular networks that are mechanically, thermally
and/or chemically stable. Linking the molecules by means of strong chemical bonds can
create such durable molecule carpets. The down side is that the unavoidable weaving
mistakes can no longer be corrected due to the great bonding strength.
Markus Lackinger and his colleagues have now found a way to create a molecular carpet with
stable covalent bonds without significant weaving mistakes. The method is based on a
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bonding reaction that creates a molecular carpet out of individual boron acid molecules. It is a
condensation reaction in which water molecules are released. If bonding takes place at
temperatures of a little over 100°C with only a small amount of water present, mistakes can
be corrected during weaving. The result is the sought after magic carpet: molecules in a
stable and well-ordered one-layer structure.
Markus Lackinger’s laboratory is located in the Deutsches Museum München. There he is
doing research at the Chair of Prof. Wolfgang Heckl (TUM School of Education, TU München).
Prof. Bein holds a Chair at the Department of Chemistry at the LMU. The research was
conducted in collaboration with Prof. Paul Knochel’s work group (LMU) and Physical
Electronics GmbH, with funding by the Excellence Cluster Nanosystems Initiative Munich
(NIM) and the Bavarian Research Foundation (BFS).
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Technische Universitaet Muenchen (TUM) is one of Europe’s leading universities. It has roughly 460 professors,
9,000 academic and non-academic staff, and 31,000 students. It focuses on the engineering sciences, natural
sciences, life sciences, medicine, and economic sciences. After winning numerous awards, it was selected as an “Elite
University” in 2006 by the Science Council (Wissenschaftsrat) and the German Research Foundation (DFG). The
university’s global network includes an outpost with a research campus in Singapore. TUM is dedicated to the ideal of
a top-level research based entrepreneurial university. http://www.tum.de
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